Equalizing the information amounts of protein and mRNA by information theory.
Based on the Shannon's information communication theory, information amount of the entire length of a polymeric macromolecule can be calculated in bits through adding the entropies of each building block. Proteins, DNA and RNA are such macromolecules. When only the building blocks' variation is considered as the source of entropy, there is seemingly lower information in case of the protein if this approach is applied directly on a protein of specific size and the coding sequence size of the mRNA corresponding to the particular length of the protein. This decrease in the information amount seems contradictory but this apparent conflict is resolved by considering the conformational variations in proteins as a new variable in the calculation and balancing the approximated entropy of the coding part of the mRNA and the protein. Probabilities can change therefore we also assigned hypothetical probabilities to the conformational states, which represent the uneven distribution as the time spent in one conformation, providing the probability of the presence in either or one of the possible conformations. Results that are obtained by using hypothetical probabilities are in line with the experimental values of variations in the conformational-state of protein populations. This equalization approach has further biological relevance that it compensates for the degeneracy in the codon usage during protein translation and it leads to the conclusion that the alphabet size for the protein is rather optimal for the proper protein functioning within the thermodynamic milieu of the cell. The findings were also discussed in relation to the codon bias and have implications in relation to the codon evolution concept. Eventually, this work brings the fields of protein structural studies and molecular protein translation processes together with a novel approach.